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abstract: Time series of vital rates are often used to construct
“environment-blind” stochastic population projections and calculate
the elasticity of population growth to increased temporal variance in vi-
tal rates. Here, we show that the utility of this widely used demographic
tool is greatly limited by shifts in vital rate correlations that occur as en-
vironmental drivers become increasingly variable. The direction and
magnitude of these shifts are unpredictable without environmentally
explicit models. Shifting vital rate correlations had the largest fitness ef-
fects on life histories with short tomedium generation times, potentially
hampering comparative analyses based on elasticities to vital rate vari-
ance for a wide range of species. Shifts in vital rate correlations are likely
ubiquitous in increasingly variable environments, and further research
should empirically evaluate the life histories for which detailed mecha-
nistic relationships between vital rates and environmental drivers are
required formaking reliable predictions versus those for which summa-
rized demographic data are sufficient.

Keywords: covariation, elasticity, demography, fitness, life history,
stochasticity.

Introduction

Climate change has altered the frequency of extreme weather
events, and further changes to environmental variability are
expected (IPCC 2012). Over the short term, a careful consid-
eration of the effect of environmental variability on demog-
raphy and population growth is necessary for guiding species
conservation actions (Doak et al. 2005; Boyce et al. 2006;
Morris et al. 2008). At longer timescales, a clear understand-
ing of the effects of environmental variability on population
growth can illuminate the drivers of life-history evolution
(Tuljapurkar 1990; Tuljapurkar et al. 2009).
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Elasticity analysis is a widely used tool for predicting the
effects of changes to demographic variation on population
performance (Doak et al. 2005; Morris et al. 2008; Dalgleish
et al. 2010; Jongejans et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011). Elasticity
to vital rate variance, Ej, measures the change in stochastic
population growth rate caused by a proportional change in
the variance of a focal vital rate (Tuljapurkar et al. 2003;
Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005). Accordingly,Ej is commonly
used to examine the consequences of vital rate variation
both within and across populations, providing insight into
evolutionary processes and comparative sensitivity to future
increases in environmental variance (Morris et al. 2008). Al-
though Ej is typically much smaller than elasticity to changes
in the mean of demographic parameters, some populations
do exhibit high sensitivity to demographic variance (e.g.,
Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005; Dalgleish et al. 2010; Haridas
et al. 2015). For example, in a comparative analysis of 10 forb
species, the magnitude of Ej was 48% as large as Em on aver-
age for fertility (range: 16%–100%) and was 20% as large as
Em for survival (range: 0%–100%; Dalgleish et al. 2010). Fur-
thermore, even if Ej is small inmagnitude, it can nevertheless
be ecologically relevant if demographic variance ismore likely
to change than mean demographic rates (Tuljapurkar 2010).
This could occur, for example, in cases where environmental
variance is changing more rapidly than mean environmental
conditions (e.g., Mulder et al. 2016).
A major advantage of this tool is that it can make use of

relatively coarse and previously published demographic in-
formation (i.e., a time series of vital rate estimates). Addi-
tionally, stochastic vital rate elasticities can be calculated
without explicitly characterizing the underlying environ-
mental drivers of vital rates. Indeed, Crone et al. (2011)
found that explicit environmental drivers were included in
less than 50% of the studies that reported stochastic popula-
tion growth rates. This approach is therefore particularly ap-
pealing given the increasing accessibility of large vital rate
databases (e.g., Salguero-Gómez et al. 2014, 2016), for which
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this method could be readily applied to identify the popula-
tions or life histories that aremost sensitive to environmental
variation (e.g., Morris et al. 2008; Jongejans et al. 2010; Van
Allen et al. 2012; Coutts et al. 2016; Csergő et al. 2017).

Importantly, Ej describes the effect of increased vital rate
variation on lS assuming that all other properties of vital
rates remain unchanged. However, vital rate correlations will
often simultaneously shift as vital rates become more vari-
able (see mentions of this in Boyce et al. [2006], Gotelli
and Ellison [2006], and Jenouvrier [2013]). This follows from
the fact that vital rate variability is a function of multiple en-
vironmental drivers and life-history trade-offs, each contrib-
uting differently to correlation and variance in vital rates.
Any particular environmental driver is unlikely to explain
all of the variance in a vital rate and will thus strengthen,
erode, or even reverse existing correlations as it becomes
more variable. For example, if two vital rates are linearly af-
fected by a shared environmental driver (and their residual
variance is uncorrelated), increased variability in that driver
will strengthen the correlation between them (see the illus-
tration in app. S1; apps. S1–S4 are available online). Con-
versely, increased variability in an unshared variance com-
ponent in one or both drivers will weaken their overall
correlation (app. S1). These shifting vital rate correlations,
which are not accounted for by Ej, could potentially reduce
the utility of this common demographic tool and alter pre-
dicted responses to increasingly variable environments.

Here, we use a simulation approach to directly evaluate
the importance of shifting vital rate correlations in increas-
ingly variable environments. Our analysis quantifies the po-
tential fitness effects of these shifts as well as their resulting
implications for using Ej as a basis for prediction. We begin
by introducing a matrix projection model that links vital
rates to time-varying environmental drivers, and we discuss
the calculation of Ej. We then use this population model to
examine (1) the capacity of vital rate correlations to shift as
an environmental driver becomes more variable, (2) how
these shifts impact fitness (measured as lS), and (3) the abil-
ity of Ej to anticipate changes in lS. We additionally examine
how life-history tempo influences population responses to
shifting vital rate correlations and how these responses differ
when one or multiple vital rates are jointly affected by an en-
vironmental driver.
A Population Model for Studying the Effects
of Increasingly Variable Environments

In a variable environment, a structured population can be
modeled as follows:

n(t) p A(t)n(t 2 1), ð1Þ
where n(t) is the J#1 population vector at time t and A(t)
is the J#J population projection matrix that describes tran-
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sitions among J stage, age, or size classes in the population
(Caswell 2001). The elements of A(t) are often functions
of lower-level vital rates that also vary through time (Mor-
ris and Doak 2004).
In our investigation, we used a simple stage-structured

matrix model to characterize population dynamics (Neubert
and Caswell 2000):

A(t) p
SJ(12 p) F(t)

SJp SA(t)

� �
: ð2Þ

The model discriminates between nonreproductive juve-
niles and reproductive adults and allows vital rates to vary
through time. In this model, SA(t) represents time-specific
adult survival and F(t) represents time-specific fertility (i.e.,
the contribution of adults to the juvenile stage class). The
terms SJ and p denote juvenile survival and the maturation
probability of juveniles, respectively. For simplicity, SJ and
p are time invariant in our investigation, and we focus on
temporal covariation in SA(t) and F(t).
For structured populations (as in eq. [2]), the long-term

stochastic population growth rate, lS, can be calculated nu-
merically or can be approximated as follows (Tuljapurkar
1982a; Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005):

loglS ≈ log lD 1
1
2

X
ij

Ej
ij: ð3Þ

The term lD describes deterministic population growth in
the absence of vital rate variation. Each Ej

ij describes the effect
on lS of a proportional increase in the variance of the matrix
element (or vital rate) in row i, column j, independent of other
vital rates; Haridas and Tuljapurkar (2005) provided an ex-
act equation (their eq. [2]) for this quantity. Notably, the Ej

ij

can be calculated using a time series of vital rates without
explicit reference to the underlying environmental drivers
that generate their variation. The sum of matrix element
elasticities to variance,

P
ijEj

ij, is strictly negative and mea-
sures the total amount that demographic variation reduces
population growth in a variable environment. Simultaneously,P

ijEj
ij measures the effect on lS if the variances of all matrix

elements increase by the same proportional amount and has
been used to compare the relative sensitivity of species to fu-
ture increases in demographic variability (e.g., Morris et al.
2008; Jongejans et al. 2010).
Scenario 1: Increased Environmental Variability
Affects a Single Vital Rate

We used a simulation approach to examine the ability of Ej to
predict the effect of future increases in demographic varia-
tion on population growth (although note that analytical ap-
proaches for understanding the fitness effects of both within-
and between-year correlations are also possible; Tuljapurkar
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1982b).Wefirst generated 1,000 life histories (using eq. [2]) by
randomly selecting values between 0 and 1 for �SA, �SJ, and �p.
We solved each matrix for �F such that lD p 1 for each pop-
ulation (i.e., stationary abundance in a constant environ-
ment). For each life history and for each vital rate F(t) and
SA(t), we chose a random coefficient of variation between 0
and 0.3. For simplicity, we did not include variation in SJ
and p. We then generated a time-varying, standard normal
environmental driver, ENV(t), that was linearly related to
SA(t) but not linked to F(t). We allowed ENV(t) to explain
a random proportion (between 0 and 1) of the variation in
SA(t). Finally, we generated a random correlation ranging
from 21 to 1 for the residual variance in SA(t) and F(t),
for example, causedbyother “unexplained” environmental co-
variates or life-history trade-offs. We generated 1 million val-
ues for ENV(t) and each vital rate in this “reference environ-
ment,” assuming that vital rates were normally distributed
(but see app. S2 for simulations and expanded results where
SA(t) is beta distributed and F(t) is lognormal). We calculated
lS and the corresponding elasticity of lS to variance in SA(t),
denoted Ej

SA , using eq. (2) in Haridas and Tuljapurkar (2005).
We then investigated whether Ej

SA could reliably predict
the response of lS to increased variance in SA(t). We did so
by increasing the variance of ENV(t) by a sufficient amount
to cause a 5% increase in the standard deviation of SA(t).
While ENV(t) affected only SA(t) and did not alter the mean
or variance of F(t), this nevertheless could affect the correla-
tion between SA(t) and F(t) (see app. S1). We calculated lS in
this second, more variable environment. Finally, to isolate
the effect of shifting correlations, we generated a third se-
quence of vital rates where SA(t) was 5% more variable than
the reference environment, but we manually fixed the corre-
lation at its initial value in the reference environment (see the
expanded description of simulation methods in app. S1). If
any SA(t) was greater than 1 or any vital rate less than 0 in
any simulation for a life history, we generated a new life his-
tory and reran the simulations (see also app. S2). We then
evaluated whether Ej

SA predicted the resulting change in lS

caused by a 5% increase in the standard deviation of SA(t),
either when correlations were free to naturally shift or when
they were artificially fixed. Finally, because the fitness effects
of vital rate correlations are known to depend on generation
time (Tuljapurkar et al. 2009), we examined whether the
generation times of life histories could explain differences
between the change in lS when correlations were free to shift
and when correlations were artificially fixed.

In this scenario, an increase in the standard deviation of an
environmental driver generated a 5% increase in the standard
deviation of adult survival and alteredCor(F, SA) formany life
histories (shading in fig. 1A). This shift in vital rate corre-
lations reduced the ability of Ej

SA to reliably predict changes
in lS (fig. 1A). Conversely, Ej

SA was almost perfectly predictive
of the proportional change in lS when we artificially fixed the
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correlation between vital rates (i.e., R2 p1:000; fig. 1B). Nota-
bly, several life histories had positive values of Ej

SA in the ref-
erence environment (fig. 1B), implying that increased variance
in SA(t) should increase lS. Yet none of these life histories ac-
tually experienced an increase in lS following an increase in
the variance of SA(t), owing to shifts towardmore positive vital
rate correlations, which reduces population growth in variable
environments (Doak et al. 2005). Shifts in vital rate correla-
tions occurred for life histories with any generation time,
but these shifts had the largest fitness effects for life histories
with short to medium generation times (fig. 1C).
Scenario 2: Increased Environmental Variability
Affects Multiple Vital Rates

We conducted a second series of simulations to examine the
effects of joint vital rate responses to an increasingly variable
environmental driver (see the expanded description of these
simulation methods in app. S1). We first generated a linear
relationship between ENV(t) and both SA(t) and F(t). In
these simulations, ENV(t) explained the same proportion
of variance in both SA(t) and F(t) within a life history, but this
proportion differed between life histories (see app. S3 for re-
sults when the proportion of variance explained differs among
vital rates). Thus, some life histories experienced strong joint
responses to ENV(t) while others experienced weak joint re-
sponses.We again chose a random correlation for the residual
variance in SA(t) and F(t) and generated a sequence of 1 mil-
lion vital rates in the reference environment.
Because ENV(t) explains the same proportion of varia-

tion in both vital rates (and is linearly related to both), an
increase in variance in ENV(t) causes the same proportional
increase in variance of both vital rates simultaneously. As in
scenario 1, for each life history we increased the variance of
ENV(t) by an amount resulting in a 5% increase in the stan-
dard deviation of both vital rates and generated a new series
of more variable vital rates. We then generated a third se-
quence of vital rates where SA(t) and F(t) were 5%more var-
iable than the reference environment, but their correlation
was fixed at its initial value in the reference environment.
We calculated Ej for each vital rate in the reference envi-

ronment and used
P

ijEj
ij as ameasure of total elasticity to de-

mographic variance. This metric is appropriate for quantify-
ing the response of a population to a proportional increase in
the variance of all vital rates simultaneously (Morris et al. 2008),
as occurred in this scenario. We then evaluated whether

P
ijEj

ij

predicted the resulting changes in lS caused by a 5% increase in
the variability of SA(t) and F(t).
In this scenario, the joint effect of ENV(t) on F(t) and SA(t)

more strongly altered vital rate correlations than if only a
single vital rate responded to the environmental driver (the
range of DCor(F, SA) is larger in fig. 2A than in fig. 1A). This
further reduced the ability of vital rate elasticities to reliably
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Figure 1: Relationship between the elasticity to variance in adult survival, Ej
SA (calculated in a reference environment), and the actual propor-

tional change in lS that occurs when the standard deviation of adult survival increases by 5%, calculated numerically using DlS=lS#
sd(SA)=Dsd(SA). A, Relationship when vital rate correlations are free to shift naturally (R2 p 0:805). The black line represents a perfect 1∶1
relationship. B, Relationship when vital rate correlations are artificially fixed (R2 p 1:000). C, Differences between responses inA and B, plotted
against each life history’s generation time. While increasing variability of an environmental driver caused vital correlations to shift for all life
histories (colored shading in A and C), these shifts had the largest fitness effects for life histories with short to medium generation times.
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Figure 2: Relationship between the sum of elasticity to variance across two vital rates, Ej
F 1 Ej

SA (calculated in an initial reference environ-
ment) and the actual proportional change in lS that occurs when the standard deviation of both SA(t) and F(t) increases by 5%, calculated
numerically using DlS=lS#(1=2)(sd(SA)=Dsd(SA)1 sd(F)=Dsd(F)). In this scenario the environmental driver explained the same proportion
of variation in both vital rates, but this proportion differed among life histories. A, Relationship when vital rate correlations are free to shift
naturally (R2 p 0:694). The black line represents a perfect 1∶1 relationship. B, Relationship when vital rate correlations are artificially fixed
(R2 p 1:000). C, Differences between responses in A and B, plotted against each life history’s generation time. Note that while shifts in vital
rate correlations occurred for all life histories (colored shading in A and C), these shifts had the largest fitness effects for life histories with
short to medium generation times.
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predict changes in lS as vital rates became more variable
(fig. 2A; R2 p 0:694). Vital rate elasticities predicted popu-
lation responses reliably only when we artificially fixed vital
rate correlations to their initial value (fig. 2B; R2 p 1:000).
Shifts in vital rate correlations again occurred for life histo-
ries across the entire range of generation times, but these
shifts had disproportionately large fitness effects for life his-
tories with short to medium generation times (fig. 2C). We
note that these simulations assumed normally distributed vi-
tal rate error, which limited the range of variation we could
impose without resulting in impossible values for vital rates
(e.g., survival rates less than 0 or greater than 1). However,
we found similar patterns in a second set of analyses where
we used copulas to generate correlated changes in the vari-
ance of vital rates, treating survival as a beta random variable
and fertility as lognormal, confirming that these results are
robust across a much wider range of vital rate variation
(app. S2; see examples and further descriptions of this ap-
proach in Koons et al. [2008] and de Valpine et al. [2014]).
Conclusions

We found, somewhat paradoxically, that analyses designed
to measure the sensitivity of populations to demographic var-
iance may often be unable to reliably characterize the true
effects that occur when vital rate variance responds to an in-
creasingly variable environmental driver. In our study, in-
creased variance in vital rates was driven by increased variance
of an underlying environmental driver. The disconnect be-
tween Ej and the true effect on lS occurs when the environ-
mental driver explains only a portion of the (co)variance in
one or more vital rates, which causes vital rate correlations
to shift as the driver (and thus vital rates) become more vari-
able—an important detail that has been mentioned but not
closely examined (Boyce et al. 2006; Gotelli and Ellison 2006;
Jenouvrier 2013). Vital rate correlations, in turn, affect pop-
ulation growth and sensitivity to further changes in demo-
graphic variance (Tuljapurkar 1990; Doak et al. 2005; Tulja-
purkar et al. 2009). Given that any particular environmental
driver will not explain all of the (co)variation in vital rates
(Møller and Jennions 2002), concurrent changes in vital rate
variance and correlations are likely ubiquitous. This repre-
sents an important and underappreciated limitation of this
widely used demographic tool, potentially hampering infer-
ential extensions of Ej to real-world applications. Further-
more, vital rates will also often have nonlinear relationships
with environmental drivers (Koons et al. 2009; Lawson et al.
2015), such that increased environmental variability affects
the mean, variance, and correlations of vital rate distribu-
tions simultaneously.

Our results reemphasize the potentially important role of
within-year vital rate correlations in variable environments,
which are well understood from demographic theory (Tul-
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japurkar 1982b, 1990; Doak et al. 2005). For example, we
found that shifts in vital rate correlations were capable of fully
offsetting (or even reversing) the fitness effects of increased
demographic variation. Simultaneously, these shifts in vital
rate correlations had the largest fitness effects—and thus po-
tentially impact the reliability of Ej most strongly—for life
histories with short to medium generation times (figs. 1C,
2C). Conversely, while shifts in vital correlations did occur
for life histories with long generation times, they did not
strongly impact fitness, suggesting that elasticity to vital rate
variance is quite reliable for these species. These results are
consistent with a theoretical analysis by Tuljapurkar et al.
(2009) that detected disproportionately strong effects of vital
rate correlations on life histories with shorter generation
times. The analysis of Tuljapurkar et al. (2009) did not make
explicit distributional assumptions about vital rates or the en-
vironmental drivers thereof, suggesting that our results are
likely robust across a wide array of vital rate distributions
(app. S2) and environmental responses.
The fitness effect of a change in the correlation between

two vital rates is proportional to the product of the sensitiv-
ities and standard deviations of both correlated vital rates:
�Svi�Svjjvijvj (see full eq. [6b] in Doak et al. 2005). While there
is amaximumupper bound on variance that occurs for “zero-
to-one” vital rates such as survival (Morris and Doak 2004),
the variance of fertility (j2

F) is not constrained in the same
way and tends to be positively related to mean fertility (�F),
both in our simulations and in real populations (e.g., see
fig. S1.1 in Jongejans et al. 2010). The quantity jSAjF is there-
fore largest for life histories with short tomedium generation
times that have high values of �F. Simultaneously, vital rate
sensitivities are not explicit functions of their mean (Morris
and Doak 2004), and the quantity �SSA

�SF is only weakly cor-
related with generation time (R2 p 0:20; fig. S7). As a result,
life histories with short generation times (and large values of
�F) are disproportionately sensitive to shifts in vital rate cor-
relations (app. S4). This also explains why the magnitude of
these effects was much larger when we simulated larger var-
iation in SA(t) and F(t) by treating each vital rate as beta and
lognormal random processes, respectively, rather than Gauss-
ian processes (see app. S2).
Also consistent with theory (Tuljapurkar 1982b; Doak

et al. 2005; Tuljapurkar et al. 2009), we found that shifts to-
wardmore negative correlations attenuated the reductions in
lS that occurred as environments became more variable.
Empirical studies have reported both strong (Coulson et al.
2005; Ezard et al. 2006) and weak (Davison et al. 2013;
Compagnoni et al. 2016) contributions of vital rate correla-
tions to time-varying population growth. Our study adds an
important layer of insight by showing that vital rate corre-
lations will almost certainly shift as environments become
more variable, which can either amplify or dampen the ef-
fects of environmental change across a wide range of life his-
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tories (although not for those with extremely long generation
times). This suggests that even if vital rate correlations or
their effects are currently negligible, they could become in-
creasingly relevant as environments become more variable.

Environmentally explicit population models will be needed
to predict the resulting effects on population growth when an
environmental factor affects vital rate variances, correlations,
and other statisticalmoments simultaneously. Thiswould ide-
ally entail three sequential steps (Morris et al. 2008; Jenouvrier
2013): (1) characterizing the relationships between vital rates
and important environmental drivers along with unexplained
(co)variation in vital rates, (2) projecting a series of future en-
vironmental conditions according to a particular model of en-
vironmental change, and (3) creating a sequence of future vital
rates by mapping each vital rate onto the projected environ-
mental conditions while accounting for unexplained vital rate
(co)variation. This “environmentally explicit” approach is ca-
pable of accounting for environmentally driven changes in
multiple statistical moments of vital rate distributions (e.g.,
if vital rate reaction norms are nonlinear) along with shifts
in vital rate correlation structures. Unfortunately, this is not
yet feasible for most populations because characterizing the
relationships between environmental drivers and all vital rates
simultaneously is statistically challenging and data inten-
sive (Schurr et al. 2012; Ehrlén and Morris 2015; Teller et al.
2016; Van de Pol et al. 2016; Lee 2017).

Alternatively, Lee (2017) developed a method to evaluate
the elasticity of population growth to changes in the intensity
of an environmental driver even when explicit demographic
responses to the environmental driver are not known. This
approach accounts for the multidimensional demographic
shifts (including vital rate correlations) that occur under dif-
ferent environmental regimes and may be particularly useful
in cases where the responses of individual vital rates to envi-
ronmental drivers cannot be reliably estimated. Additionally,
demographic responses of well-studied populations could po-
tentially be used to infer the responses of poorly studied pop-
ulations, although geographic and phylogenetic extrapolations
of demography have been met with mixed results (Buckley
et al. 2010; Coutts et al. 2016). Currently, comparative analyses
of demographic responses to environmental drivers are rare
(but see examples in Doak and Morris 2010; Treurnicht et al.
2016). Further research, especially empirical studies, that seek
to identify the cases in which summarized environment-blind
demographic analyses (including Ej) are sufficient for approx-
imating population responses to increasingly variable envi-
ronments will therefore be invaluable for guiding ongoing
demographic monitoring and species conservation.
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